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SUNSTONE invites short musings: chatty reports, cultural trend
sightings, theological meditations. All lovely things of good report,
please share them. Send submissions to: <SunstoneED@aol.com>

R i g h t e o u s  D o m i n i o n

COLUMN EDITOR’S NOTE: We are honoring the request of the
writer of the following story to remain anonymous. Please continue
to send in your stories of leaders and others who are true exemplars
of the love of Christ. Email your stories to: <StewartSLC@aol.com>

—ALAN AND VICKIE EASTMAN

A WARD TOWN MEETING

I ONCE HAD A VERY INNOVATIVE BISHOP. A PROFES-
sional teacher, he sometimes ran sacrament meeting like
a town meeting or ward-sized class, asking questions of

the congregation from the pulpit. He would solicit answers
from all categories of ward members—children, teens, adults,
seniors, men, women, traditionals, and liberals. We would just
raise our hands, and he’d call on us right there in sacrament
meeting.

For instance, one week he asked us what we would bring to
a potluck dinner. Ward members suggested hot dogs, potato
salad, fruit, drinks, and brownies—basically a list of what we
liked to eat. He then asked in what ways our ward was like a
potluck dinner. This required some thinking. Some said that
we bring to the ward what we really enjoy and are good at, like
our special recipes. Others said that a ward requires balance or
we would end up with all desserts! Everyone couldn’t have a
“brownie” kind of job—someone had to do the “broccoli” jobs.
Others said that sometimes we get to bring our favorite dish
and sometimes we end up bringing an assigned dish, just like
callings. One person said that wards need structure just like
potlucks need some level of organization. Everyone agreed that
getting together to eat and talk nourished us body and soul.

Another time, the bishop asked what we knew about geese
flying south. Various people answered that geese fly in a “V”
and seem to know when it is time to leave. (We all laughed
when someone said they fly in a “V” because they can’t spell
“W”!) Next, the bishop asked how our ward is like a flock of
migrating geese. Of course, someone brought up that the V
shape is aerodynamic and so the geese fly with greater speed
and efficiency in that shape, just like a ward works better when
we have a plan. “What is the hardest position in the “V”? he
asked. We answered that it is the goose at the point of the for-
mation. “Is it always the same goose?” “No,” we answered, “the

geese trade off flying in this position. Our ward is like that be-
cause we alternate in leadership positions so people don’t be-
come exhausted.” “What happens if a goose becomes ill or in-
jured and can’t keep up?” he asked. We didn’t know, so he told
us that another goose will fly down with the weak one and stay
with it until it recovers or dies. He hoped that in our ward, no
one would go down alone! “Do geese have a different mate
each year?” he asked. “No,” we answered, “they mate for life.”
“And in this ward, we should be true and loyal to each other,”
he said.

We all loved the give-and-take of these sessions, the ques-
tions and the answers, adults and children. We loved the chil-
dren’s responses, for it seemed vital that they be included in
the ward discussion. It said a lot about our bishop that he
would frame questions just for the children and that even very
small children dared speak up in that large group. If during the
discussion, the bishop didn’t get a cross-section of opinions,
he would call on people he knew had certain viewpoints in
order to make sure that a wide variety of ideas was repre-
sented.  

I’ve never seen such sacrament meetings anywhere else.
They were warm, bonding experiences for us—times when we
felt like a family, like a community, laughing, thinking, and
worshipping together. 

ANONYMOUS

C y b e r s a i n t s

A FASCINATING JOURNEY
CYBERSPACE: THE NEXT FRONTIER. These are the voyages of
NetMo, whose continuing mission is to explore strange new worlds;
to seek out new life in which the seeds of Mormonism have born fas-
cinating fruit; to boldly go where no cybersaint has gone before.

I N 1963, BETTY FRIEDAN OPENED HER LANDMARK
book, The Feminine Mystique, with the following descrip-
tion of the personal unrest of the average American

woman: 
The problem lay buried, unspoken, for many years in
the minds of American women. It was a strange stir-
ring, a sense of dissatisfaction, a yearning that women
suffered in the middle of the twentieth century in the
United States. Each suburban wife struggled with it
alone. As she made the beds, shopped for groceries,
matched slipcover material, ate peanut butter sand-
wiches with her children, chauffeured Cub Scouts
and Brownies, lay beside her husband at night—she
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was afraid to ask even of
herself the silent ques-
tion— “Is this all?”

In that same year, Helen Andelin,
a Latter-day Saint wife and mother,
responded to the feminist critique of
traditional middle-class gender roles
with her book, Fascinating
Womanhood:

If women have been un-
happy with their role in the
home it is because they have
not given enough to it. If we
merely feed and clothe chil-
dren and keep the house
clean, we are “unprofitable
servants,” deserving neither
thanks nor reward. Success
and happiness comes when
we make a wholehearted ef-
fort, go the second mile.
This follows a principle of
truth, “He who loseth his
life in service to others, will
surely find it.”

Imagine NetMo’s surprise to dis-
cover that today, more than forty
years after Andelin’s counter-revolu-
tion was launched, what would to
some seem “quaint” maintains a sub-
stantial Internet presence. Andelin
sponsors an active website
(http://www.fascinatingwoman-
hood.net) with “Fascinating
Womanhood” chat rooms, bulletin
boards, and email lists. Andelin’s pic-
ture on the site must be from the
1960s. (Since Andelin is now in her
eighties, NetMo guesses that one
way a woman can be fascinating is
by being ashamed of her age.) The
site is dedicated not only to selling
Andelin’s several books but also to a
counter-feminist movement driven
by an international training program
supported by Mormons, Christian
fundamentalists, and followers of the
Reverend Sun Myung Moon.

The Friends of Fascinating Womanhood Program “grants
permission to churches, educational institutions, and outreach
programs to teach this course. We also grant permission to
women to conduct study groups in their homes.” Since the
Teacher’s Lesson Guide and the Student Workbook are avail-
able only to authorized teachers, the program also provides
formal teacher training and official certification.  

NetMo finds one of the most fascinating sections of this fas-

cinating site for fascinating women to be the success stories.
The sharing ranges from the unintentionally self-revealing to
the hyperbolic:

Michael has controlled the money for about five
years. One day we were making a grocery list. He was
complaining and saying I hadn’t done it right. I said,
“You act like I don’t know what I’m doing” (pouty).
He said, “Oh, honey I didn’t mean to make you mad.
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WORLDS WITHOUT END

H OW FAR CAN THE KINGDOM OF
God expand? Apparently “to infinity
and beyond”! The creation of uni-

versal stakes of Zion seems to be the concept
behind Outpost Zarahemla, the first video game
geared toward LDS audiences. With its combi-
nation of intergalactic missionaries, jazzy
music, and interspecies camaraderie, Outpost
Zarahemla promises hours of entertainment for
Mormon teens and pre-teens.

“We built it because we had LDS bookstores
telling us they were looking for LDS video
games for teens,” says Rex Hale, president of
sales at Cleanware, the Springville, Utah, com-
pany that is releasing the product.

“Join Elder Hero on his mission to expand
the Mormon colonies in space,” reads the game
presentation website. “As you embark on your
work, you will find that you are responsible for
providing for the three-fold mission of the
Church on your outpost. You will need to build
structures and facilities to help spread the
gospel and do family history work, as well as
provide for the temporal welfare, social needs,
spiritual development of the guests of your out-
post.”

As part of his mission, Elder Hero must build lemonade stands, expand the out-
post, and put up with his senior companion. “I’m Elder Bubbles, your trainer,” reads
the subtitle, as a half-human, half-fish missionary speaks in an unintelligible dialect
that seems to come right out of Star Wars. “My job is to knock you into shape.”

Says Hale, “One of the [spaceships] may come through doing genealogy work
and [a traveler] will say later, ‘Oh, my great-great grandfather was a fish,’ or some-
thing like that, because all the characters are [descended] from alien characters. So
we’re not trying to be strictly doctrinal here; we’re supposed to have a lot of fun with
it.”

Part of the humor of the game resides in the way it creatively employs Mormon
cultural tidbits. For instance, the outpost’s university, BYU-Zarahemla (the name was
later changed to Church College), has the slogan, “Enter to serve, go forth to learn,”
an inversion of BYU’s real slogan.

No word yet on how much the game will cost, but you can download the trial
version and play free for one hour by going to www.outpostzarahemla.com.

Broad-shouldered greenie Elder Hero 
(left) and his alien hybrid trainer 

Elder Bubbles boldly take Mormon 
culture where it has never gone before.
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I’m sorry” (I hear that often now).  He
asked me how much money I needed.
He usually gave me $40 or $50. I said,
“Whatever you want to give me.” He
gave me $40. I didn’t say anything. He
gave me $60 and said, “Is that enough?” I
didn’t say anything. He said, “I cannot
give you any.” Then I said in a helpless
way, “Well, if you can’t give me any, then
I just can’t go to the store, can I?” I ended
up with $80. If I had argued in a hateful,
nagging way, I would have done good to
have gotten $40. Michael has always
been cautious with money, so this was
very surprising!

Is NetMo to understand that manipulation
through pouting and feigned helplessness is
something a fascinating woman should be proud
of?

Another testimonial states, “The miracles of
Lourdes produced no greater miracle than did
Fascinating Womanhood for Chris and me.” I
don’t know how Chris feels about it, but being
healed by the Virgin Mary seems like awfully big
stuff to NetMo.

Unofficial lesson outlines of the “Fascinating Womanhood
Principles” are also on the Internet. From a lesson, “The
Feminine Manner” (http://members.tripod.com/~frankysj/
fwlsn19.html) NetMo learned that women talk too much and
should avoid gripping inanimate objects firmly. NetMo also
learned some potentially helpful stuff about “cooing” and “lan-
guor.”

[Cooing] is a hard trait to incorporate for today’s
woman, but it is a distinctly feminine trait. You can
observe it best when you watch someone talking to a
baby. You soften your voice, make nice faces and talk
baby-talk and gibberish. You can use this same tech-
nique with a man. They find it fascinating even when
used on a baby.

Of languor, we learn:
If you can picture a cat lounging before a fireplace, re-
laxing, then quietly stretching, you have a picture of
languor. The opposite of languor is to be high-strung,
nervous, irritated, fidgety, and hyperactive. This in-
cludes habits like biting the fingernails, twirling your
hair, twisting a handkerchief, tapping the toes, or the
fingers.    

Well, “Coo-Coo, Cachoo,” I say as I NetMosey “languidly”
further down the rabbit hole. I’ve not yet tried cooing to an
elected official. I wonder if it works on traffic cops? Ahh, the
possibilities. . . .

NETMO
Falling Fast, Wonderland

[If you have a suggestion for NetMo’s next cyberdestination,
please direct it to netmo@neatniks.com]

I n  t h e  B e l l y  o f  t h e  W h a l e

TWO MASTERS
In this column, “In the Belly of the Whale,” Todd Robert Petersen in-
vestigates Mormon culture, art, and politics from the perspective of a
baptized outsider. Todd is a writer and humorist who teaches at
Southern Utah University and is an editor-at-large for The Sugar
Beet, a satirical publication of Mormon news and culture. This is the
second column in the series.

M Y GOOD FRIEND AND BLOGMEISTER SCOTT
Rogers recently pointed out that in the last four
years there have been three terrorist attacks, two

wars, record deficits, high unemployment, low wages, in-
creased job outsourcing, confusing and waning health insur-
ance, and significant environmental damage. In Utah, I don’t
hear people talking much about these catastrophes. Most of
the political outrage I hear comes from Mormon people who
are upset about two things: abortion and gay marriage. And
from what I can tell, the second issue is more vexing. 

“Got to defend temple marriage,” they say. 
“From who,” I ask, purposefully avoiding the correct but

annoying use of whom. As an English professor living in rural
Utah, I have learned that I don’t gain any points by speaking
correctly. So, “From who?” I ask. “We gotta save temple mar-
riage from the Elvis Wedding Chapel? From wife-beaters and
incestuous fathers? From internet porn-addicted elders and
high priests? From adulterers, cuckolds, and masturbators?”

“No,” they glower. “It’s the homosexuals. Scriptures say man
shalt not. . . .”

At this point, I usually feign concern and ask if the Church
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CHURCH BALLS ARE GOLD AND
GREEN—AND NOW ORANGE

IF MORMON ENTREPRENEURS
succeed in marketing this product,
Spalding basketballs on wardhouse
courts may become a thing of the
past. LDS Living Inc. has just an-
nounced the launch of an official-
size basketball with the words
“Church Ball, Ward - Stake” em-
bossed on its skin. A limited edi-
tion, encased in a display box, is
also available.

The game rules, also imprinted on the ball, read: “1. No foul lan-
guage. 2. Call your own fouls. 3. Lights out and lock up.” Priced at
$24.95, the Church Ball will be available at Deseret Book, Seagull Book,
and LDSLiving.com.
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has been letting gay people get temple recommends. “Maybe
they’re sneaking into the Manti Temple or something—do you
think?” I ask.

Right here people generally get furious with me, and they
have every right to. I know darn good and well what they
meant, and they know that I know darn good and well what
they meant, but it’s an irresistible jab for someone like me.
Actually that’s not true. While it is irresistible, it’s not really a
jab. From what I’ve heard, homosexuals are not getting mar-
ried in the temple, so from even the most conservative and or-
thodox position, temple marriage isn’t being affected by the re-
cent imbroglios in San Francisco, Boston, and Oregon. In fact,
when it comes to the subject of marriage, Mormons even take
potshots at traditional heterosexual marriage whenever we
can: “Oh yes,” we’ll say, “but of course they were married in the
stake center . . . for time.”

Who cares if marriages for time are being undermined, re-
ally? I don’t spend much energy honing that argument because
the whole thing isn’t very interesting to me, finally. I’m just not
convinced that gay marriage (or even gay dating) is the most
pressing issue on the planet right now. I’m much more con-
cerned that my friend Rick has just volunteered for body re-
trieval duty in Baghdad and that his wife and three kids who
live up the street have to try to make it another fourteen
months without a dad in the house. That strikes me as a pretty
serious marital problem. I’m also concerned that fewer people
have health insurance today than they did last year and that
the national debt is approximately 7.4 trillion dollars. 

With real problems like these weighing on the people I
know, I can’t even muster the energy to get behind trendy lib-
eral Mormon arguments such as, “If so many Americans be-
lieve that celestial (read: plural) marriages are not only de-
praved but improper and ungodly, why is the Church now
condemning gay marriage as depraved, improper, and un-
godly?” No, my highly trained, academic intellect is much
more transfixed for the moment by the state of mind that al-
lows Mormon people to simultaneously despise homosexu-
ality and adore ‘80s-era British synthesizer pop. 

T HANKFULLY, WHEN I joined the church in the ‘80s, I
was going to college in Eugene, Oregon, where even
stake presidents listened to the Grateful Dead, so I never

had to spend much time with new wave acts like Bronski Beat,
Pet Shop Boys, and Erasure. The Mormon girl from Salt Lake City
who introduced me to the Church once took me to an Orchestral
Maneuvers in the Dark/Echo and the Bunnymen laser show at the
Clark Planetarium along with an old boyfriend of hers named
Ápio, which I am told means “celery” in Portuguese. He is the
only new waver I had ever hung out with, ever. Hippies, rockers,
punks—yes. Dance club-goers—no. I never could stand the
bouquet of cloves and cologne. Other than that, I had almost no
occasion to investigate this Moog and Fairlight synthesizer
world—that is, until I became a Mormon and started going to
Church dances. It was at this point that I began to notice my
Mormon contemporaries’ cult-ish affinity for all things—how
shall I say this charmingly??—for all things gay.

To be sure, the terms “gay” and “new wave” are not synony-
mous, but ‘80s synth pop of the stripe that continues to jangle
through Church Institute buildings from Rexburg to Provo has
nothing to do with the sober nineteenth-century bordello
music of our beloved hymnbook. This ‘80s stuff is straight out
of after-hours West End disco clubs, which anyone not asleep
during the ’80s is fully aware were gay clubs. The people sur-
prised by this are the same people who were surprised when
George Michael came out on Oprah this summer. Many of the
Mormon people I know have rejected this truth about ‘80s
music, masked it, hid it in the same way that macho rocker
types rejected, masked, and hid the truth that the heavy metal
spike and leather stylee came “straight” out of the American
and European gay leather scene of the ‘50s and ‘60s. It’s diffi-
cult to make a metal fan understand that Rob Halford of Judas
Priest is one hundred percent out of the closet and that the
band Queen was called, um, well . . . Queen.

Similarly, Mormon people seem to have no idea how nuts it
is to fret over queer plots to destroy the marriages of Mormon
boys and Mormon girls who fell in love underneath a basket-
ball standard with pineapple sherbet on their breath and
strains of “West End Girls” filling the cultural hall. Remember,
scripture also says that we can’t serve two masters. If we
Mormons are really worried about the insidious infiltrations of
gay culture, we’d call a stop to the ‘80s music and to Elton
John’s Lion King soundtrack and kibosh that blue lesbian fish,
Dory, from Finding Nemo so history will not be doomed to re-
peat itself. Because we will recall that in the ‘50s and ‘60s, a
man named Liberace crept into God-fearing American tract
homes with his candelabra and his gentle—oh so gentle—
ivory-tickling, ring-encrusted fingers. By the dates alone, we
can see that it was the beginning of the end. After that fey
piano man from Wisconsin won our hearts, we climbed into
his rhinestone-studded handbasket, released the emergency
brake, and started slipping down that long slope to Las Vegas.

TODD ROBERT PETERSEN
Cedar City, Utah

B l o g w a t c h

ETERNAL JEOPARDY!

Earlier this summer, Ken Jennings, the thirty-year-old Latter-day
Saint software engineer and elders quorum president from Murray,
Utah, and record-breaking Jeopardy! champion, took time out of
his busy schedule making millions on the syndicated game show to
answer ques . . . er, question answers on the Mormon Internet blog,
Times and Seasons (www.timesandseasons.org). The following are
excerpts from his responses. The “answer then question” format was
not used consistently throughout the online interview. 

ANSWER: Late Night with David Letterman and The Tonight Show 
QUESTION: What are two programs I generally skip in favor of
a replay of The Daily Show?

I had a fascinating chance to closely compare the Letterman
and Leno shows, since I taped them only a week apart. Both
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shows oddly reflect the personality of their hosts and the cities
where they operate. Late Night is quintessentially New York: a
barely controlled anarchy, where everyone, even the girl
bringing the bottled water, is as unpredictable and prickly and
funny as the big boss. The Tonight Show is much more
California. It’s well-oiled, even micro-managed—my “pre-in-
terview” took more than a dozen separate phone calls! And the
whole staff is as accommodating and schmoozy and glad-
handing as the host is.

Letterman’s a lifelong hero of mine, by the way, and it was a
thrill to meet him. I’m sure Relief Societies across America
were a little taken aback to hear me say, “Who gives a rat’s ass?”
as part of the Top Ten. A handful of members of my own ward
certainly didn’t spare their disapproval. But I didn’t think twice
about doing it once they gave me the list. It wouldn’t remotely
offend me to say (or hear) it in real life, so why quibble about
it in a scripted comedy bit? I saw it as a great opportunity to
demonstrate that Latter-day Saints, even Utah ones, aren’t as
homogenous or dull as stereotypes might suggest.

ANSWER: Brigham Young University
QUESTION: What is a nice place to visit, but I wouldn’t want
to live there?

My wife and I were batting this BYU question back and forth
over the weekend. We’re both recent BYU graduates, but nei-
ther of us have the strong, polarized opinions about the Y that
many alumni do, either positive (“Go mighty Cougars!”) or
negative (“That’s Satan’s plan!”). I look back fondly on many
aspects of my on-campus experience (International Cinema,
helping to run a popular intramural and intermural quiz bowl
program, seeing Eric Samuelsen’s Gadianton performed for the
first time, mastering my illegal campus parking techniques).
But a few still leave a sour taste (like the peek behind the bu-

reaucratic curtain that I got when the Honors Department de-
funded the quiz bowl program). 

I had many proficient, effective professors in both the
English and computer science departments, though I have to
admit that, especially for an institution that focuses so strongly
on undergraduate education, there were few who were really
great or memorable or life-changing presences in any way.
Maybe this says more about me than about anything else, and
I should have been paying more attention to class lectures and
less to the crossword in the Daily Universe. In any case, be-
cause the faculty failed to make much of an impression, the
structural unit of my BYU experience was not the class or the
department, but the ward. I would guess that many BYU grads
share this perception. Despite the transient nature of student
life, the student wards I lived in had a cohesiveness and a sur-
prising sense of family and community that far outstrips any
family ward I’ve lived in since. And that’s mostly what I came
to Provo for anyway: LDS friends and a social scene that wasn’t
as alcohol-soaked as what I’d seen elsewhere. 

ANSWER: My mission
QUESTION: What was the best six months of my life?

(“Best six months” joke copyright 1990 Earl Cahill, my
long-time BYU roommate.) After growing up in Seoul, Korea, I
spent my freshman year studying up on Korean for dummies,
since I knew very well that I wasn’t very fluent and that a mis-
sion call to Korea was very likely in the cards for me. My
Korean was actually getting pretty good by the time my call ar-
rived . . . to Madrid, Spain. 

Spain is incredible, and I had the best time on my mission.
It was one of those experiences that’s so dense and intense that
you can’t really believe how much happened in such a short
time. Even the hard or dull times have acquired a rosy, nos-
talgic glow in hindsight, just because of how valuable the
whole experience was to me. Most specifically, what I took
home from my mission was an increased love for and testi-
mony of the Book of Mormon. I was amazed by how differ-
ently it read when I was tearing through it like a novel and not
sleepily reading a bite-sized chunk every night. I also find it
harder to take the Book of Mormon for granted after watching
how quickly it can surprise and change the lives of people (in-
vestigators, mostly) who didn’t grow up with it like I did.

Those of you who served European missions can probably
guess that Spaniards, with their centuries of ingrained
Catholicism, don’t comprise the most open and receptive cul-
ture in which to spread new religious ideas. As the old folks al-
ways joked to us, “I don’t even believe in my religion, and
mine’s the true one! Why should I believe in yours?” But we
still had just enough success to keep us going and appreciated
it more for its rarity. My first trainee and I taught a wonderful
pair of Spanish sisters, whom we contacted one day just min-
utes after we had specifically prayed—the only time on my
mission I remembering doing this—for increased faith that
our usually fruitless contacting would actually result in
someone to teach. These two knew the church was true almost
immediately but wavered for months about baptism. They
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CLIMBING THE LADDER
TO HEAVEN?

ACTOR JOSEPH GORDON-
Levitt plays an LDS missionary
struggling with his sexual iden-
tity in the gay Mormon ro-
mantic comedy Latter Days. But
the typo on his character’s mis-
sionary name tag (inset) has led
us to wonder: Was this an
honest mistake? Is it a deliberate
joke? Or did the film’s pro-
ducers spell the Church’s name
incorrectly as a tactic to keep
Church lawyers at bay?
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went through missionaries like missionaries go through suit
pants but were finally baptized a year later. Since I told a faith-
promoting Missionary Success story, I guess I should include
some Mission Weirdo story as well. Okay, I also had a com-
panion who would spend discussions blowing free-floating
spit bubbles into the air and falling asleep, and who now runs
a remarkably cracked anti-Mormon website. There you go. 

QUESTION: What was your family like? How did you meet
your wife?
ANSWER: My family is, above all, loud-talking and fast-talking.
In-laws and guests are frequently mystified by the impene-
trable conversations around the dinner table, which some-
times almost seem to be spoken in a private language. And, to
be fair, my whole family is pretty brainy as well. When my par-
ents got engaged, a friend told them, “You two can’t get mar-
ried! You will spawn a super-race.” Sadly, that didn’t happen,
but we are all pretty good at Scrabble. Sort of a letdown as
super-races go, but what are you going to do?

Mindy and I met at BYU, where we lived across the street
from each other. She was the girl next door! I was good friends
with her roommates, and when we stayed too late or talked too
loudly at her house, she would stomp out of her bedroom to
yell at us to shut up. It didn’t actually happen this way, but I
picture her then in curlers with cold cream on her face,
straight out of a ‘50s movie. It was love at first sight! We
learned we had both lived overseas, and from there found out
we had a truly bizarre number of things in common, like an
encyclopedic knowledge of the sorta-funny 1972 comedy
What’s Up, Doc? We were engaged three weeks after our first
date. Do not try this at home! Especially if you are one of my
own children reading this twenty years in the future! 

QUESTION: Aren’t Daily Doubles a form of gambling?
ANSWER: Yes, I feel like the wagering aspect makes Jeopardy!
the moral equivalent of gambling, and therefore I just don’t
feel right about paying tithing on my winnings. No, not really.
Heber J. Grant said that the Church “is opposed to any game of
chance, occupation, or so-called business, which takes money
from the person who may be possessed of it without giving
value received in return.” Wagering on Daily Doubles doesn’t
strike me as the kind of thing that could lead my family to fi-
nancial ruin (on the contrary, there’s been plenty of “value re-
ceived in return”!) nor is it a particularly addictive behavior, so
it doesn’t really qualify for either of the reasons why I consider
gambling a dangerous behavior.

QUESTION: Tithing—gross or net? Why?
ANSWER: This is like the Times and Seasons equivalent of
“Boxers or briefs?” isn’t it? MTV questions for the Sunstone
crowd! “One Cumorah or two? White shirt or colored? Ay-
men or ah-men?” I don’t think there’s one right answer to
“gross or net,” and I almost think that to ask that question is to
fixate on the wrong elements of the law of tithing. But I’ll be
paying gross on the Jeopardy! winnings. It makes the math
easier, for one thing.

QUESTION: Has your celebrity allowed you to share the gospel
more? Have you taught any discussions or given away any
pass-along cards to curious fans? 
ANSWER: The “Have you taught any discussions?” part of this
question displays an MTC zeal and innocence that makes me
nostalgic for my own mission: 

Newly minted elder leaving the plane: I sat next to a deaf
95-year-old Filipino woman who speaks no English
and slept the whole flight.
Travel group leader: Oh (Pause). So, did you teach her
a first?

Many press interviews I’ve done have brushed on tithing
and the Word of Wisdom, which is about the extent of the
Jeopardy! missionary-ing I’ve done. Alex Trebek is surprisingly
knowledgeable about the Church, and he and I have had many
gospel-themed discussions both on and off camera. And I’ve
received a truly astounding amount of mail from Protestants
and various other “friends of other faiths” complimenting me
on my clean-cut appearance, willingness to tithe, etc., with
nary a “But you’re going to hell. Your biggest fan, Agnes.” If
nothing else, in some parts of the country, I’m sure it’s good to
have a Mormon on TV who evidently doesn’t have horns and
ten wives. So, yes, there have been some opportunities, and
I’m sure there will be more.

ANSWER: Yes.
QUESTION: So, it sounds like things have been pretty hectic for
you and your family. Would you do it all over again? 
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